Tech Specs - H2O and H2P BEAMS
H2O and H2P BEAMS: reclaimed barn beams - HAND HEWN
AVAILABLE DIMENSIONS:
Available in various lengths, widths and thicknesses - please contact us with your dimensional requirements and we
will source materials that most closely match your request. Due to the nature of this reclaimed material, exact dimensions may not be available.
PRODUCT NAME:		
SOURCE:			

H2O (hand hewn oak) and H2P (hand hewn pine)
Reclaimed Hand Hewn Barn Beams

SPECIES:			

H2O is OAK; H2P is PINE - other species available upon request

FACE:				

ORIGINAL FACE with hand hewn axe marks

TONE:				Grey/Brown
FINISH:				UNFINISHED
H2O and H2P BEAMS are reclaimed barn beams that were originally hand hewn. Hand hewing is the
process of transforming a tree trunk into a squared up beam. Traditionally the broad-axe was used for
scoring and for hewing larger pieces of lumber. The beams go through the typical reclamation process
of power washing and denailing with the original patina of the beam face left untouched. No finish is
required as the beams have been naturally oxidized over the years to produce a tough, weather resistant “skin”. Typical character marks include hewing marks, mineral staining, color changes, weathering,
checking, nail holes, knots, notched out pockets and heavy patina. Due to the nature of this material,
thicknesses tend to vary slightly.

H2O

SOLID - SKU #EN-000345

H2P

SOLID - SKU #EN-000347

SUSTAINABLE ATTRIBUTES:
MR 4 - Recycled Content
MR 5 - Regional Materials

POSSIBLE LEED CREDITS

ADDITIONAL SAMPLES of COLOR/TONE/CHARACTER:

Photo Disclaimer: Product photos are meant to be a general guide to product appearance only. Due to our handcrafted process and wood being a product of nature, the color, grain
pattern, character and profile will vary between individual beams on a project and will never be an exact match to photos or samples.
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